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THE CALCULATION OF IONIZATION IN
HYDRODYNAMICS CODES. I: THEORY

by

J. Nachamkin

ABSTRACT

A formalism is developed for calculating ionization in laser driven
hydrodynamics codes. Starting from equations for collisioml ionization
and radiative recombination, aPPrOXlmatiOna are made to allow their easier
solution.
the extent
Free-bound

I. INTRODUCTION

Steady-state solutions are assumed to be of most importance to
that transient solutions to the rate equations are ignored.
radiation is also treated in an hydrogenic approximation.

One of the objectives of this research was to

produce a hydrodynamics code which would follow the

motion of a pellet in the field of an intense laser

beam. Since energies on the order of joules, in-

stead of kilojerks, are available in prepulses, ion-

ization may not always be assumed to be instantane-

ous and complete. This is especially true if some

of the heavier elements are to be treated. In this

case the ionization energy may form an important

part of the equation of state. Additionally, radia-

tive processes depend on knowledge of the density of

free electrons and the distribution of ionic states.

The goals we describe here are quite modest.

NO attempt is made to solve the rate equations In

their time-dependent form. A steady-state model is

assumed. Relaxation times are found to be on the

order of tenths of a nanosecond for ionization-

recombination equilibrium. This may be too slow

for some processes to be described by a steady-state

model but it was felt that solving the full set of

rate equations every cycle, in every cell, was too

costly. It was also felt that obtaining effective

charge from the Thomas-Fermi-D iracl (TFD) model

would not be an improvement. (For example: Carbon

has an experimental electron binding energy of 1

keV. Thomas-Fermi-Dirac predicts 1.5 keV. Further-

more, the statistical processes assumed by TFD are

not valid under all conditions of density and tem-

perature. )

Another approximation is that we ignore the ra-

diation due to bound-bound transitions. While this

is not a bad assumption for Carbon, it is a very bad

assumption for Aluminum at standard density and 1

keV temperature. The model, however, is a great

simplification which easily lends itself to future

additions.

II. TM?, RATE EQUATIONS

Suppose we consider the ions of an element hav-

ing Z electrons in the neutral state. Let the total
-3

number density, in cm , of this element be ni.

There are now Z + 1 ions corresponding to having

stripped the original atom 0, 1, . . . , Z times.

If fj is the fraction of atoms ionized j times then

we may write the rate equations at a point in the

..aterial

af

$=

.

af

e=

ne[-SOfO+(aO%One)fl ],
{la)

ne[SOfO-(ciO+BOne+Sl)fl + (al+filne)f,],

(lb)

‘e[sj-lfj-l - ‘aj-l+Bj-lne+sj)fj

+ (aj+8jne)fj+~l, (lC)

ne[sz_lfz-l - (az_l+f3z_lne)fz].’ (id)
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In Eqs, (la-ld) we have the following defini-

tions:

a~
is the radiative (2-body) recombination

coefficient from state j + 1 to state j,

~j ie the three-body recombination coeffi-

from state j + 1 to state j,

Sj is the collisional ionization coeffi-

cient from state j to j + 1,

ne is the number density of electrons.

In Eqs. (1) it is assumed that only slngle-

electron processes are taking place. It should also

be noted that we have unnaturally split the recom-

bination rate into a 2-body and a 3-body part, where-

as recombination should be considered as a “colli-

sional-radiative” procese.2

Although we are working on models in which Eqs.

(1) are solved as a function of time, our present

working model assumes that our iystem is always in

a quasi-steady state. That is, all the left-hand

sides of Eqs. (1) are assumed to be negligible. The

equstiona may then be solved for the steady state,

obtaining

fj’fj+l = ‘ajtieBj)’sj “ (2)

This determines the f ‘s when one remembers that
~

j~ofj=l . (3)

The coefficients‘jS ~j,and ‘j are ‘unctions
of temperature, in general. Although other methods

of calculating snd approximating ionization and re-

combination rates exist we hsve chosen to uae

McWhfrter’s snalytic fits for the 2-body processes.z

These are
19 ~ T l!4e-x h

Sj = 7.68 X 10- j e je cm3/shake,
X411’
J

(4)

’21 Xj/Tel)2cm’/ahake.
a~

- 6.02 X 10 (5)

In Eqs. (4) and (5);

cj is the number of electrons in the out-

er shell of the j-times ionized element

(Aj)

X is the ground-state binding energy of
j
A in keV
j

T= ia the electron temperature in keV.

We shall uae the centimeter-gram-shake (10-0 aec)

system throughout this work.

To find the three-body coefficient 6 we shall
j

make use of detail balance. Referring bsck to Eq.

(2), note that if ne were very large, local thermo-

dynamic equilibrium would obtain.3 In that case the

Saha equationq is valid:

( ,)

2nmTe 312 1 X /Te
fj/fj+i = 2 — L&j

n nu
e j+l

(6)
where h is Planck’s constant,

‘j is the partition function for state j.
Xlj /Te

uj=.~ gije . (7)

i

As approximations we ignore all but the firat

term in u
j

as well as pressure and degeneracy effects.

In Eq. (7), gij and Xij are the degeneracy and bind-

ing energy of the ith bound state of ionic atate j.—

Thus, in the limit of high densities using Eqs. (2)

and (6)
x lTe

s. .1.91 X1026 *T3’2 13jej ,
J gij+l e

(8)

or

6.J = 4.01 x 10-”5
+?.

(9)

e i

At our present state of development, Eqs. (4), (5),

and (9) are regarded as only approximate rates, to

be improved on later.

111. SOLVING THE STEADY-STATE EQUATIONS

We now analyze the system implied by Eqa. ‘(2)

and (3). Let’s rewrite Eq. (2) as

f j+l/fj ‘Aj +~Bj, (lo)

where

‘j = ajfsj’
(11)

B. = n !3.1S ,
3 iJ j

T = neln
i.

(12)

(13)

In the above equations, n. is the total ionic density.
1.

Since ~may alao be expressed as

(14)

the equations represented by Eq. (10) are not linear.

If we were to solve the system (10) and (2) we

would obtain

Z=YO, (15)

.

.

,

.
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fjIfj+l = (fj/fj+, )o.

For any arbitrary ~, now,

‘j’fj+l
= (fj/fj+l)o+ (%~o)Bj.

(16)

(17)

We shall assume that none of the ratios (fj+ljfj)o
are equal to 1.0. In that case, there exists a

largest f, say fk. It follnws then that

1
>1 if j < k

r. =
3

(f./f, j+,)=
<1 if j > k

(18)

because the values of Xj monotically increase as j

increases. Note also that B. is positive. It fOl–
J

lows then that

f.lf. < (fj/fj+l)o if Z :~o.
3 3+1 -

fj/fj+l ~ (fj/fj+l)o if ~~i .
0

(19a)

(19b)

We now assume that no more than three values of j

contribute to the sums in Eqs. (3) and (14), i.e. ,

f ffj-l’ j’ j+l are the only important f’s. Using

Eqs. (18) and (19), ~. may be calculated very quick-

ly .

To see this, let

qj(i) = f./f
3 j+l

(20)

for any value of 2. Now calculate qj(j) + qj(j+l).

If this quantity is grester (less) than two then r
j

is greater (less) than two. Tbia follows from Eqs.

(17) and (18). This is very important because it

says that if

(21a)

then

~ 1.‘j > (21b)

Several cases now arise near the value of j for the

maximum f .
j

Case I:

clj(z) <l, j:z:l (22a)

rlj+ ~(z) > 1, j +1 52< j +2 (22b)

Case II:

qj(z)fl jfz<j+c, (23a)

clj(~)>lj+ccz<j+ 1 (23b)

qj+@ > 1 (23c)

Case III:

qj(z)cljcz<j+l-- (24a)

(24b)

qj+l (z) >lj+l+y<Z<j+ 2. (24c)

In Case I it is clear that f is the largestj+l
f. Cases 11 and III are not so clear cut. Either

fj or f.,+1 MSY be dominant in Case II. To determine

which f is the largest we calculate qj(j + 1/2). If

qj(j + 1/2) is less than 1, fj is taken to be domi–

nant. Otherwise f. is dominant. Similar reasoningJ+l

applies tO case III, where qj+l(j + 3/2) wOuld be

used to decide between f,J+l and fj+2.
Now given a dominant fk we will assume that on-

lY ‘k_~$ ‘k’
and f

k+ 1 will enter into the calcula-

tions. Including only three states is an approxima-

tion, but a good one in practice. When done as above

one always includes the largest two states in the

calculation. An algebraic equation may na be writ-

ten for 2. From the relations

~= k+ fk+l - fk_l

1 = ‘k-l
+fk+f

k+ 1

‘k- 1 = (Ak + Bk~)fk

Yfk = (~+1 + ‘k+~ ‘fk+l

‘k- I
= (Ak+Bkz)(~+l + ‘k+,Z)fk+,

(25a)

(25b)

(25c)

(25d)

(25e)

we get

‘k+l [
~ + (Ak+ BkZ)(~+l += 1 + (Ak+l + ‘k+l )

B 1k+lz)-1 (26)

by cOmbining Eqs. (25b), (25s), and (2!jd). From

(25s) and (25e) we get

[ 1~=k + 1 - (~ + Bk~)(Ak+l + Bk+,Z) fk+l.

Combining Eqa. (26) and (27) we get
(27)

Although Eq. (28) IS a cubic for Ewe solve it pre-

sently by iterations. Old values of ~ are used on

the right side and the new of ~ is then the left side.

3



As for all iterative procedures, an initial value

for ~ is needed. We obtain this with the use of Eq.

(25e), using~ = k. If fk_l < fk then~ = k - 1/2.

Otherwise ~ = k + 1/2.
A more sophisticated model with time dependence

based on Eqs. (1) is alao under consideration at pre-

sent. It, too, neglects all but three f’s. In this

model quickly arising and quickly dying states may

be followed. No more will be said about this model

except that the time constanta for collisionally ion-

izing stoma near equilibrium is found to be about

.1 ns (In Carbon, found from the steady-state runss).

For processes taking less than .1 ns, ionization will

be incomplete and rate equations should be used.

IV. TRE ENERGY EQUATIONS

Assuming that, at any time, the f ‘s in Eqs. (1)
j

are known it is now required to use this information

in the energy balance equations. The processes of

importance are assumed to be collisional ionization,

collisional recombination, snd radiative recombina-

tion. Referring back to Eq. (lc) we may write

$=

\[ 1[‘Sjfj+‘aj‘Bfe)fj+’‘j - ‘i— —
ajfj+l@j+l +Xj - x)

(29)

In Eq. (29) ~is the time rate of change of the

energy of the free electron gas with respect to ion-

ic state j. E is the average energy of each
j+l ,j

photon emitted in recombining with ionic state j + 1

to form state j. ~ may be interpreted as an average

binding energy for recombination.

The first term in curly brackets represents the

negative of the rate of change of ionic energy due

to state j. The second term is the rate of energy

lost by the free electrons due to recombination to

atate j. Equation (29) may be partiallY integrated

when one notices that Eqa. (1) can be rewritten in

the form

k-
[ 1
-Sofo + (a. + !30ne)fl n

0 e

.

[ 1
j-1

‘j = ‘s~f.l+ ‘aj + ‘jne)fj+l ‘e - ~=ofi
.

(30a)

(30b)

(30C)

(30d)

where the dots mean differentiation with respect to

t.

Letting

F
j+l,j

=ii +-x
j+l>j j

- 1,

Ea=~ Ei
i=O

we obtain

ajfj+lyj+l, j
dt + q,

(31a)

(31b)

(32)

where q is a constant of integration. Despite its

formidable appearance Eq. (32) is easily understood

on an intuitive basis uhen one realizes that f rep-
0z-1

resents a state whose total binding energy is ~:$j.

The integral term says that state i + 1 is cent nual-

ly recombining to state i. When the electron tem-

perature, Te, fa zero the classical assumption is

made that the number density of electrons ne is prac-

tically zero. Thus f. = 1 and

z-1

Ea=n
ion jZo ‘j+ q.

(33)

Since the value of q can be arbitrary without affect-

ing any physical results we let

z-1

q = -nion E Xj (34)
j=U

The total energy of the free electrons Ee, then,

ia equal to a sum of three terms:

Ee = 3/2nekTe + nion $0 fj ~ Xi -ne ~J

z-1
F. dt – nion
J+l,jdjfj+l x Xj (35)

,=U

We can interpret the terms in order as kinetic ener-

gy, potential energy, and radiated energy.

We now need an approximation to the qusnity

Ej+l,j.
Stratton6 gives a formula for the energy

spectrum of the photons emitted by electrons recomb-

ining into the nth shell of a hydrogenlike ion cor-—

responding to our ionic state j =

(Xj,n - hv)/T
e (36)

.

.
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where 6n is the number of states available in the

n~ shell, c = 1.7 x 10-o O erg cm3, X. is the
J,n

binding energy of the n~ shell in the jth ion. In-

tegrating Eq. (38) Overall v we finslly get

~~n =
bf

3.5 x 1O-’’6X2
j,##i%fj+l(Te~”2*

Thus

rate

tons

(37)

recombination energy is being produced at the

n~~’~”
If the average energy of these pho-

thenis Ej+l, j

~,,~bf= ajfj+lneni(~j+l, j+ X.-z) (38)
3

Using Eq. (5) for a. we get
J.

F. = .58 X 10-25 n~no(x;nlxj)+.
]+1 ,j

(39)

To be more useful we must make some assumptions and

approximations on the right-hand-side of Eq. (4o).

First we aasume that all levels above the ground

state, i.e. n > no have binding energies

‘j,n
= .0136j2/n2 n > no

x. =Xj, n=no
~,n

(40)

(41)

Next, let all the ions be in their respective ground

states. Thus

~= 2n2, n >no,

~n = 2n2 - ~j+,, n = no,

(42)

(43)

‘here ~j+l first appeared in Eq. (4). Using Eqs.

(40) - (44) we get

E = .58 X 10
j+l,j

_2,\Kj~=*)+

In Eq. (44b)

(44a)

-2,\xj~o -*)3.7x 10-+.58 xlo

(

n

+ 10202 _

)/

&-3

j n=l

(44b)

we have used the relation

~ ~ = 1.202059 ...
n=l

(45)

Note that the entire right-hand-side of Eq. (45)

can be tabulated once and for all. It is not a

function of temperature in this approximation. If

the entire spectrum were required then Eq. (38)

would have to be used.

Many approximations have been made up to this

point but the theory is not complete. The energy

equation, Eq. (34), will point this out. Suppose

that

Equation (29) can be written

(46)

3E.

1
~= -Sjfj + aj( l-yj) +f3n f

I
j e j+l ‘jni”

(47)

The term aj(l-yj)njXj represents the rate of change

of the energy of the free electrons due to radiative

recombination. The only process approximately taken

into account is the first photon emitted on recom-

bination. In particular the cascade down to the

ground state from the state n is implicitly assumed

to be collisional. We will deal with this point in

more detail in a sequel. It will be shown there

that ~. does have a temperature dependence if
J+] ,j

the cascade energy is included. It should be noted

that ~ is temperature dependent. Also, Eq. (40)

can’t be right for all ions since it does not give

the right answer for recombination energy to the

ground state of hydrogen.
‘lt ‘iv- ‘j+l, j = 9.9ev.)

A rough theory where ?. = Xj would probably give
J

reasonable results because it implies that all re-

combination. go directly into the ground state.
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